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and good morning ladies and gentlemen                                           
welcome to ask the theologian today                                             
delighted that                                                                  
you have joined us for your biblical                                            
theological and worldview questions                                             
coming to you this morning from the                                             
studio in taos new mexico                                                       
i am uh delighted to have yet another                                           
time                                                                            
to fellowship with all of you far and                                           
wide wherever it is that you are hoping                                         
you are healthy                                                                 
and uh happy hiding out behind enemy                                            
lines in michigan and wherever else it                                          
uh                                                                              
is that you may be let's                                                        
uh just get into your questions here                                            
this morning                                                                    
and um be uh                                                                    
ready here to take uh your your                                                 
questions as i                                                                  
get everything up and running there um                                          
we had uh bible study last night and so                                         
that kind of floods the uh                                                      
the box with comments and i didn't get                                          
it cleaned out before i started                                                 
this is really none of your problem is                                          
it um                                                                           
but uh let's see i will um                                                      
go here let's i'm trying to i'm trying                                          
to make sure i get the first one here                                           
um so you know while i go through there                                         
and just uh filter out your                                                     
questions from last night that aren't                                           
really questions you see i got this                                             
thing that uh                                                                   
nathan has built for us that looks for a                                        
question but every time you put a                                               
question mark in it pops it over                                                
uh into um my box here                                                          
uh or if you write the word question it                                         
pops it into my box isn't it a wonderful                                        
thing                                                                           
um but then i get things like how are                                           
you deb                                                                         
and that's not a question we answer                                             
for this so let's go to barney                                                  
in iowa good to see you barney i was                                            
thinking about you just this morning                                            
actually                                                                        
uh the question first corinthians                                               
chapter 15 51 appears to be the second                                          
coming                                                                          
thank you because no rapture is seen                                            
but paul does say it's a mystery                                                
since we'll be gone is this mystery then                                        
for israel amen amen                                                            



amen i think you have hit it on the                                             
money                                                                           
and uh let's uh put that together and                                           
think about this now again                                                      
those of us who are regular viewers of                                          
the program here we                                                             
you know that we take the view that                                             
first corinthians chapter 15 the entire                                         
chapter                                                                         
is about the uh nation of israel it's                                           
about the resurrection of the dead                                              
not at the rapture but rather the                                               
resurrection of the dead                                                        
which was previously revealed you can go                                        
for example to                                                                  
uh uh let's uh let's just take a                                                
daniel chapter 12. verse                                                        
1 and you see                                                                   
passages such as                                                                
um there we go                                                                  
let's see chapter 1 verse                                                       
uh two and many of those                                                        
somehow i'm on the new king james                                               
version no wonder that looks funny okay                                         
many of them that sleep in the dust of                                          
the earth                                                                       
shall awake some to everlasting life                                            
some to shame in everlasting contempt                                           
the only thing that we didn't have here                                         
was the division of the two                                                     
resurrections                                                                   
but the resurrection itself is                                                  
prophecy not mystery this brings up                                             
something interesting in the book of                                            
acts too that i actually hadn't thought                                         
of until i was just talking about here                                          
paul says that he was on                                                        
trial for the resurrection of the dead                                          
remember several times is he standing                                           
before felix and festus                                                         
for the for the hope of the resurrection                                        
am i put on trial                                                               
now he's not talking about the rapture                                          
he's talking about the prophetic                                                
revelation                                                                      
for the hope of what daniel said                                                
daniel the jewish prophet i'm put on                                            
trial for this                                                                  
and so that's another testimony and                                             
we've been talking about how i believe                                          
that when paul stands before felix and                                          
festus and we're getting uh to                                                  
uh agrippa and bernice this coming                                              
sunday in our                                                                   
in our study i've been saying that paul                                         
has been                                                                        
arguing there on the kingdom gospel not                                         
the grace gospel so again you've got                                            
this                                                                            
little bit of mix i don't have my chart                                         
up to show you here but you've got this                                         
little overlap that uh is taking place                                          



uh                                                                              
now if paul when he stands before let's                                         
say                                                                             
felix and festus when he stands before                                          
them and says                                                                   
i am being uh put                                                               
on trial for the resurrection                                                   
which the jewish people they hold to as                                         
well                                                                            
then he must be talking about the rev                                           
the resurrection that takes place at the                                        
second coming now                                                               
if he if he talks about it in acts                                              
could he not also talk about it in first                                        
corinthians                                                                     
and indeed in first corinthians he does                                         
talk about the resurrection                                                     
and we won't go through the chapter of                                          
course it's uh                                                                  
52 verses or 54 50                                                              
no i was even wrong with that 50 uh 58                                          
verses                                                                          
so we won't go through the entire                                               
chapter but i think he's talking about                                          
the resurrection that happens at the                                            
second coming                                                                   
now we've talked about that before but                                          
but uh barney brings up                                                         
an interesting point to that and that is                                        
paul                                                                            
does in verse 51 talk about                                                     
uh a mystery when he                                                            
uh he says first corinthians 15                                                 
51 he says but i show you                                                       
a mystery we shall not all                                                      
sleep but we shall all be changed in a                                          
moment in the twinkling of an eye at the                                        
last trump                                                                      
now the last trump i think is the uh the                                        
seventh trumpet which comes with the                                            
second coming and so here                                                       
at the last trump you remember that the                                         
last trump encompasses                                                          
seven trumpets uh excuse me the last                                            
seal                                                                            
encompasses seven trumpets and the last                                         
of those trumpets                                                               
encompasses seven vials of wrath                                                
that all takes place boom boom boom boom                                        
boom boom seven of them                                                         
and uh you've got it there on on the                                            
last day really and the lord comes back                                         
and he brings us about we're almost                                             
getting there in the book of revelation                                         
we backed up a little bit in chapter 13                                         
to                                                                              
kind of give some meanwhile back at the                                         
ranch kind of uh chronology                                                     
in chapter 13 but i think it's uh                                               
chapter 14 if not definitely chapter 15                                         
where we pick back up on the seventh                                            
trumpet so at the last trumpet                                                  



again the trumpet shall sound and the                                           
dead                                                                            
shall be raised incorruptible and                                               
we shall be changed now                                                         
uh he says this is a mystery this is one                                        
thing that i think                                                              
uh is easy for us to slip into                                                  
is assume that when paul                                                        
talks mystery he's only talking                                                 
the mystery the mystery upon which                                              
our dispensation is based now                                                   
this is not that mystery                                                        
things that are similar are not the same                                        
these are similar in that it is a                                               
mystery                                                                         
and it is now being revealed biblical                                           
mysteries                                                                       
are no mystery anymore because they're                                          
revealed                                                                        
so i show you a mystery you're about to                                         
know what it is it'll never be a mystery                                        
again                                                                           
but this couldn't come about i mean we                                          
wouldn't see uh this                                                            
unless uh it has been revealed uh we                                            
this is the nation of israel uh in order                                        
to                                                                              
overcome the problem of verse 50 which                                          
is that flesh and blood cannot inherit                                          
the kingdom of god                                                              
and uh this is something that                                                   
we could check into that but i don't                                            
know that in the hebrew scriptures                                              
they understand that there's a problem                                          
here that                                                                       
flesh and blood cannot inherit the                                              
kingdom of god but now they do                                                  
understand that flesh and blood cannot                                          
inherit the kingdom of god                                                      
and so now they're stuck been living for                                        
this promise all these                                                          
uh these generations and now we find out                                        
we're not going to be able to get it                                            
because flesh and blood cannot inherit                                          
the kingdom of god                                                              
uh neither does corruption inherit                                              
incorruption so what's going to happen                                          
well paul says i show you a mystery we                                          
the nation of israel                                                            
shall not all sleep but we shall all be                                         
changed now that's                                                              
very similar to the rapture this is why                                         
people see the rapture in here                                                  
uh because you know those of us who are                                         
alive and remain                                                                
shall be caught up together with him in                                         
the in the clouds uh to meet the lord                                           
so here's a you know some people are                                            
alive some people are dead                                                      
but that takes place again at the second                                        
coming as well no problem with                                                  
separating those uh and                                                         



so the mystery is israel some will be                                           
alive                                                                           
uh and uh some will be asleep dead                                              
but all of israel will be changed how is                                        
this going to happen                                                            
in a moment in the twinkling of an eye                                          
at the last trump so this is something                                          
that                                                                            
again they didn't really know the timing                                        
of it they didn't know                                                          
the manner of it uh though                                                      
i don't know that there's a huge degree                                         
of significance that it's in a moment in                                        
the twinkling of an eye but                                                     
now they know this in terms of the the                                          
resurrection                                                                    
and the trumpet shall sound and the dead                                        
incorruptible they're                                                           
they're let's go back to daniel before i                                        
say what i was about to say maybe i                                             
ought to                                                                        
make sure the scripture actually says                                           
that uh                                                                         
again daniel chapter 12 verse 2                                                 
many of them that sleep in the dust of                                          
the earth shall awake                                                           
now again i don't know that it makes                                            
much difference                                                                 
but many of us wake up                                                          
kind of slowly but now we know this                                             
waking up is going to be poof in a                                              
moment in the twinkling of an                                                   
eye changed some                                                                
to everlasting life now i suppose                                               
what i was about to say is we did not                                           
know that they were going                                                       
to um uh                                                                        
let's come back here to first                                                   
corinthians                                                                     
i thought was on that arrow but it's not                                        
um                                                                              
the dead shall be raised incorruptible                                          
i suppose you could read that into again                                        
daniel chapter two that they'll be                                              
raised to                                                                       
everlasting life if it's everlasting i                                          
suppose                                                                         
incorruptible is probably a good word to                                        
but the corruptable must put on                                                 
incorruption the mortal must put on                                             
immortality you might be able to                                                
dig into this i'm not sure this whole                                           
thing in verse 53                                                               
might be uh poetry saying the same thing                                        
uh corruptable putting on incorruption                                          
is the same thing as the mortal put on                                          
immortality                                                                     
but you might be able to argue that                                             
here the the uh uh                                                              
the the sinful condition is removed and                                         
here                                                                            
the mortal position is removed                                                  



but point of it all being there is                                              
some information now revealed                                                   
about the resurrection of                                                       
israel and that's a mystery too and                                             
so there are a number of these mysteries                                        
let's uh just take a                                                            
look at this word mystery uh                                                    
and let's look it up by strong's and see                                        
when it is used in the bible so all                                             
these of course are going to be                                                 
new testament and let's jump down here                                          
to                                                                              
pauline usages so beginning in                                                  
romans and you have things like i would                                         
not                                                                             
uh brethren that you should be ignorant                                         
of this mystery unless you be wise in                                           
your own conceits that a blindness                                              
in part is happen to israel until the                                           
fullness of the gentiles become in                                              
so there's another example in which he's                                        
sharing a mystery but the mystery                                               
uh though it's related to you know the                                          
mystery the mystery is about israel that                                        
there is a blindness                                                            
in part temporary that has happened to                                          
israel so once again                                                            
it's a mystery and it's related to the                                          
mystery                                                                         
but it's not the mystery uh it is this                                          
uh blindness that                                                               
comes in now romans 16 verse 25                                                 
to him that is of the power to establish                                        
you to establish you according to my                                            
gospel and the preaching of jesus christ                                        
according to the revelation of the                                              
mystery which was kept secret since the                                         
world began but is now as man                                                   
manifest okay now this mystery i think                                          
that                                                                            
is the mystery under which you and i                                            
live the paulie mystery so                                                      
here we've got the mystery of the                                               
the partial blindness of israel the                                             
pauline mystery                                                                 
and in first corinthians we've got uh                                           
the mystery of the resurrection of                                              
israel                                                                          
so there's three mysteries of paul right                                        
there                                                                           
the mystery if he much like he does here                                        
this mystery which was hidden since the                                         
world                                                                           
began that is the pauline mystery that                                          
is given                                                                        
and uh it would be uh interesting to                                            
go through all of this uh                                                       
and uh see how many mysteries paul                                              
speaks of                                                                       
he says stewards of the mysteries                                               
period excuse me plural stewards of the                                         
mysteries                                                                       



of god and uh he says that                                                      
you know we should as ministers of                                              
christ                                                                          
be faithful to that uh ephesians                                                
is mostly excuse me mostly going to be                                          
about uh the                                                                    
the mystery although you could look at                                          
532                                                                             
this is a great mystery i speak                                                 
concerning                                                                      
christ and the church and                                                       
there he's talking about relationships                                          
there                                                                           
colossians 1 26 the mystery which has                                           
been hidden from the ages and from                                              
generations this is the same                                                    
mystery he spoke of when he uh wrote the                                        
book of romans                                                                  
uh brian ross and i were talking just                                           
yesterday about the                                                             
challenge that acts 28 people have uh                                           
because he clearly in the book of romans                                        
in romans chapter 16                                                            
talks about the mystery that has been                                           
hidden before god                                                               
and he talks to the colossians the                                              
mystery which has been hid from the ages                                        
and the generations                                                             
and he talks in ephesians about the                                             
mystery which has been hidden                                                   
he knew about it when he wrote romans                                           
and so that makes an acts 28 problem                                            
uh and uh they they take care of that by                                        
making acts 16 excuse me romans 16                                              
uh the mystery in romans 16 to be a                                             
postscript i disagree with the                                                  
uh information but might i say we are                                           
about to come out with a book                                                   
um a month to six weeks it's got to go                                          
to layout and all that kind of stuff uh                                         
about ew bollinger by the way uh and                                            
uh let's let's uh see here do i have                                            
this                                                                            
up yeah there it is um                                                          
uh it is called there you can see it                                            
there's the forward by randy white                                              
and uh so far i don't have it but you'll                                        
be able to see it has comments about                                            
ironside as well as throwing the baby                                           
out                                                                             
that's just a reminder to me i haven't                                          
written the forward but i'll write the                                          
forward                                                                         
and then the name of it is rightly                                              
dividing                                                                        
e.w bullinger assessing his life                                                
ministry and impact and in that we talk                                         
there's a there's a a full uh appendix                                          
actually about this                                                             
uh this acts 28 issue                                                           
and um see here if i can uh find that                                           
there we go appendix a did paul know the                                        



mystery when he wrote romans                                                    
an evaluation of e.w bollinger's                                                
postscript theory                                                               
uh so you know just                                                             
wait with baited breath for that uh                                             
book to come along i appreciate uh your                                         
question and your ministry                                                      
in iowa thank you um                                                            
and uh let's see uh let's go                                                    
to uh tom                                                                       
in nebraska nope that's not the question                                        
i thought i had a question from uh                                              
tom of nebraska about uh daniel that's                                          
okay it'll pop up here in a moment                                              
uh let's go to dr tom maybe i'm just                                            
getting all these uh                                                            
confused here uh dr tom in cambodia                                             
i saw that video yesterday by the way um                                        
in the uh hope now cambodia website                                             
about uh the some of the medical work                                           
that you were doing there                                                       
and uh god bless you for what you're                                            
doing there thank you uh                                                        
the question what are your thoughts                                             
regarding kanye west                                                            
running for president i                                                         
uh uh                                                                           
first of all let me say i think we live                                         
in a country in which anybody ought to                                          
be able to run for president and                                                
that's kind of been true down through                                           
the years you know i                                                            
sort of came of age of political age                                            
anyway                                                                          
in the days in which uh ross perot                                              
was running what he ran against                                                 
uh george bush the senior                                                       
uh for in the during the second term                                            
when he was running against clinton                                             
many people said that ross perot                                                
won the election for bill clinton and                                           
that is because that that third vote                                            
always uh it's going to pull from                                               
somewhere                                                                       
and very seldom though the third party                                          
is typically                                                                    
something of an independent party                                               
especially if they rise to national                                             
prominence                                                                      
there's there's fringes on both ends but                                        
one that rises to prominence is                                                 
typically somewhere in the middle                                               
uh and yet they always                                                          
lean a little to one side or the other                                          
and so they either pull votes from the                                          
right or they pull votes from the left                                          
and so it was said that ross perot lost                                         
the election for                                                                
george bush and handed the election to                                          
bill clinton                                                                    
maybe that is true um in terms of um                                            
just the way votes work and we have to                                          



consider the way votes work by the way                                          
and the way the system works and the way                                        
the electoral college works                                                     
uh i remember before that it was in the                                         
1970s wasn't it john anderson                                                   
uh who uh ran as an independent                                                 
and i don't really uh                                                           
recall that much about him but um                                               
uh there was                                                                    
let's just pull that out there there it                                         
is uh                                                                           
john b anderson yep there he is uh                                              
died in 2017 from illinois                                                      
and uh a republican butt there i                                                
remember him running forever let's see                                          
from 16 let's see in 1980 i guess the                                           
only one who ran once okay in 1980 he                                           
ran an                                                                          
independent campaign for president                                              
receiving 6.6                                                                   
of the popular vote now he would have                                           
been running against                                                            
ronald reagan and jimmy carter and                                              
uh reagan uh ended up winning he                                                
probably ran in the republican                                                  
primary and then uh um moved away uh                                            
from that but anyway                                                            
there's always been these third parties                                         
always been there from time to time                                             
there's a third party and they take it                                          
now i'll get to kanye west in a minute                                          
um                                                                              
this is why the 30-minute program lasts                                         
an hour but                                                                     
uh we uh                                                                        
i was thinking just the other day i                                             
haven't gone back to                                                            
look into this to see if it's true but i                                        
was thinking just the other day                                                 
i wonder if ross perot was right                                                
because now with the benefit of the of                                          
hindsight                                                                       
those of us who are attila the hun                                              
kind of right people that is normal                                             
thinkers                                                                        
uh we look at the bushes now and say                                            
there wasn't a lot of difference between                                        
bush and clinton                                                                
that's why they were so lovey-dovey with                                        
each other because                                                              
they had a few you know there was this                                          
this much light between them                                                    
um and i certainly think                                                        
you know i'd rather have a bush than a                                          
clinton if that's my only choice                                                
but remember it was uh bush was it not                                          
that or was it clinton that created                                             
nafta                                                                           
but uh it seems as if                                                           
i recall ross perot talking about                                               
do you hear that giant sucking sound                                            
and he was talking about nafta if i                                             



recall or at least he was talking about                                         
uh                                                                              
our mexican trade issues and he was                                             
saying all of our jobs are going                                                
manufacturing jobs are going to go uh to                                        
uh                                                                              
uh to mexico indeed that's exactly what                                         
happened                                                                        
the united states basically lost all                                            
manufacturing very little sliver of                                             
manufacturing that was left                                                     
certainly on that i don't know about                                            
anything else but on that ross perot was                                        
right and probably                                                              
the united states would have been better                                        
off to listen to ross perot was he right                                        
in everything else i have no idea it's                                          
been too long i've slept i don't                                                
remember what the                                                               
policies were back in those days but                                            
now even if ross perot is right                                                 
you do as a voter have to stop and                                              
consider                                                                        
what is the ultimate effect of my vote                                          
not who am i voting for that certainly                                          
is                                                                              
uh there's a moral issue there but                                              
what is this what is voting for                                                 
candidate a                                                                     
going to do to the whole electoral                                              
system                                                                          
now if you're in a state that is not a                                          
swing state                                                                     
then you have the liberty of voting your                                        
conscience                                                                      
if you're in a swing state you have to                                          
remember                                                                        
that uh if                                                                      
uh if if two good                                                               
candidates get                                                                  
uh i don't know let's say 49 percent of                                         
the vote                                                                        
uh or or one candidate gets let's go                                            
with uh                                                                         
one candidate gets 49 48 percent of the                                         
vote                                                                            
and the other candidate gets 51 percent                                         
of the vote                                                                     
and you voted for that one percent                                              
you might have swung the election to the                                        
person you don't like                                                           
so you got to consider this when you                                            
vote what is the outcome of my vote                                             
again                                                                           
if you're not in a swing state if you're                                        
in a swing state if you're in a state                                           
that                                                                            
is clearly going to go one direction or                                         
another direction                                                               
then it doesn't quite matter as much                                            
because the electoral college is what's                                         
going to elect the president                                                    



and uh it's only when you're in that                                            
margin now                                                                      
i doubt that kanye west will get far                                            
enough                                                                          
i was actually thinking about this this                                         
morning i don't know if there's                                                 
something on the news for some reason i                                         
heard his name                                                                  
but and i i thought oh i forgot he was                                          
running for president                                                           
uh i think a lot of people are probably                                         
going to forget he's running for                                                
president                                                                       
uh i don't know if he's running for                                             
president because it's a cool thing to                                          
do                                                                              
or if he has any policy issues or                                               
whatever it is                                                                  
i certainly would say kanye west is not                                         
qualified to run for president                                                  
uh i'm glad that kanye west has made a                                          
move                                                                            
toward christianity he professes jesus                                          
christ let's just leave it at that okay                                         
so                                                                              
he's a believer i'm glad that that is                                           
the case                                                                        
i would never have kanye west come and                                          
teach a sunday school class                                                     
or even come and lead the music uh                                              
though we could use somebody                                                    
uh if you would like to any of you                                              
musicians out there other than kanye                                            
west would like to come to taos new                                             
mexico we will                                                                  
we'll take you but                                                              
uh i i would look at it and say                                                 
even if he's got great ideas and i doubt                                        
he does                                                                         
i wouldn't vote for him uh                                                      
because he can't do anything except take                                        
votes away from donald trump and this                                           
election is close enough                                                        
that taking votes away from donald trump                                        
gives votes to joe biden                                                        
and joe biden runs a party that is                                              
controlled by the doctrine of demons                                            
and i don't want anything to do with the                                        
doctrine of demons                                                              
so i don't really have a lot of patience                                        
for those who say but donald trump is                                           
immoral and he got a her a tweet that                                           
hurt my                                                                         
feelings i don't                                                                
this is where i lose viewers i don't                                            
care about your feelings                                                        
i care who's in the white house and                                             
especially what                                                                 
party is in the white house and i don't                                         
want                                                                            
the party of demons in the white house i                                        
don't want the party of baby killers in                                         



the white house                                                                 
i don't want them in the governor's                                             
house i don't want them in the in the                                           
house house or the senate house i don't                                         
want them in any of that                                                        
so i am yeah i'll vote for someone who                                          
is                                                                              
immoral and somebody who hurts my                                               
feelings in tweets                                                              
in order to keep the doctrine of demons                                         
out of the white house                                                          
i think that's a better better choice                                           
there so i doubt                                                                
kanye west will ever get to that point                                          
of having                                                                       
enough influence that that's really                                             
going to matter                                                                 
but and let me also say i am not a                                              
student of uh                                                                   
uh pop culture so                                                               
if uh if                                                                        
if kanye west walked in the room right                                          
now i would have to ask him to introduce                                        
himself                                                                         
i i couldn't i couldn't spot him in a                                           
lineup uh                                                                       
if somebody played a kanye west song i                                          
think he's a singer                                                             
uh i i couldn't tell you you know that                                          
sign                                                                            
you know unless it was you know kanye                                           
west and a billy joel song                                                      
okay i could i could pick it out out of                                         
that kind of multiple choice                                                    
uh kanye west versus johnny cash yeah i                                         
could i could pick that out                                                     
but you know uh so could my                                                     
four-month-old granddaughters                                                   
uh so i don't know anything about                                               
the only thing i know again is that                                             
isn't his wife kim kardashian which                                             
is just too weird for me again i don't                                          
know kim kardashian other than a few                                            
pictures i've seen i've never watched                                           
i don't even know the name of the show                                          
that they're on or or were on or                                                
are on or was on or will be on or                                               
whatever it is                                                                  
that's all so uh lost to me so                                                  
kanye west i'll give him the benefit of                                         
the doubt                                                                       
he's following christ he's maybe                                                
maturing he's                                                                   
going in the right direction and he                                             
wants to run for president he thinks                                            
he's got something to offer that's good                                         
i'm all for that and in the united                                              
states anybody has an opportunity to run                                        
for president                                                                   
i'm just not going to vote for him uh                                           
and and i doubt                                                                 
uh many people will as well                                                     



uh michael there's the question i was                                           
looking for                                                                     
earlier i knew had uh one uh there                                              
and uh the question                                                             
from michael has to do with daniel                                              
chapter uh 2 verse 43                                                           
and the question here is                                                        
in your opinion well what do you care                                           
about my opinion for                                                            
we want to know what the bible says                                             
right                                                                           
in your opinion who are they                                                    
the pronoun they in daniel 2                                                    
43 michael says they don't appear to be                                         
completely human daniel chapter 2                                               
verse 43 whereas thou sawest                                                    
iron mixed with miry clay                                                       
they shall mingle themselves with the                                           
seed of                                                                         
men but they shall not                                                          
cleave to one another even as iron                                              
is not mixed with clay now let me tell                                          
you the way i have always uh                                                    
interpreted this passage and then                                               
let's question the assumptions on my                                            
interpretation because my interpretation                                        
i think                                                                         
is going to be a fairly standard                                                
uh literal interpretation                                                       
but that doesn't mean it's right so                                             
as we see it uh from michael who uh                                             
plants the seed in our mind we ought to                                         
take that seed and we ought to test it                                          
out                                                                             
uh this passage right here they shall                                           
mingle themselves with the seed of men                                          
but they shall not cleave to one another                                        
that sounds an                                                                  
awful lot like uh genesis chapter six                                           
doesn't it                                                                      
in which the sons of god took                                                   
wives for themselves from the daughters                                         
of women                                                                        
and uh they mingled themselves uh with                                          
the seed of men if you will                                                     
and uh the the women                                                            
and uh created this niffling it has that                                        
kind of similarity of sound so could                                            
that be now typically i go with the more                                        
uh standard interpretation to say that                                          
they are iron and clay                                                          
iron and clay shall                                                             
mingle themselves with the seed of                                              
men but iron and clay shall not                                                 
shall cl shall not cleave one to another                                        
even as iron is not mixed with clay now                                         
i think again the                                                               
the let me give the standard                                                    
interpretation standard interpretation                                          
of this uh colossal statue of daniel                                            
chapter two                                                                     
uh nebuchadnezzar's dream is the head of                                        



gold                                                                            
the torso of silver uh the loins                                                
of uh uh bronze wasn't it and                                                   
the legs uh of uh                                                               
iron and then as the farther down you go                                        
down into the toes                                                              
it was iron mixed with clay                                                     
the interpretation of that dream has                                            
always been                                                                     
starting with the strongest and as it                                           
goes down                                                                       
getting to the weakest so it was a                                              
picture of from strong                                                          
to weak from gold to clay                                                       
and progressively working your way                                              
downward                                                                        
and it was even it's again the standard                                         
interpretation is even always that                                              
the iron kingdom if you will rome uh                                            
was itself going to disintegrate                                                
slowly and bit by bit to where there was                                        
iron mixed with clay                                                            
uh in the sculpture and the the problem                                         
scientifically                                                                  
chemically is that iron does not mix                                            
with clay that you cannot                                                       
uh and uh my son he studies uh chemistry                                        
and i don't                                                                     
i don't study chemistry i just know we                                          
you know breathe uh                                                             
uh oxygen and we drink h2o right                                                
uh but i know that for example you can't                                        
mix oil and water                                                               
i i remember that from chemistry and                                            
from life                                                                       
so so iron and clay                                                             
you're not able just to mix them and                                            
create i believe the word is an alloy                                           
correct                                                                         
you're not able to make an iron clay                                            
alloy it's always just going to separate                                        
itself                                                                          
and so that means the iron isn't going                                          
to do any good                                                                  
in the in the statue that's holding this                                        
thing up the thing is going to crumble                                          
the statue is going to come down the                                            
colossal statue is going to come down                                           
and that that's a picture here now uh                                           
it's interesting however if if it wasn't                                        
for uh                                                                          
this statement right here that                                                  
standard interpretation would be fine so                                        
let's                                                                           
take that out for just a moment whereas                                         
thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay                                           
they shall not cleave to one another                                            
because                                                                         
iron doesn't mix with clay then                                                 
the standard interpretation would be                                            
perfect but                                                                     
it says they shall                                                              



mingle themselves with the seed                                                 
of men what in the world does that mean                                         
uh let's uh let's do two things                                                 
one let's uh pull up the word seed i'm                                          
sure it's just going to come up as                                              
descendants uh seed offspring                                                   
and um okay                                                                     
we can't do quite as much the reason                                            
that only comes up once uh                                                      
is because this is in a section of                                              
daniel that's in aramaic                                                        
and so we're actually looking up an                                             
aramaic word and those are only going to                                        
be found                                                                        
in daniel so we would have to go a                                              
little broader than that                                                        
and uh look at it and look at the                                               
relationship because hebrew and aramaic                                         
are very close together if you're to                                            
look at them on paper                                                           
the the untrained eye wouldn't be able                                          
to tell the difference so                                                       
probably we're going to end up with the                                         
same thing as descendants and offspring                                         
now the iron and the clay will mix                                              
themselves with the offspring of men                                            
it could be saying                                                              
that which is is uh reality today                                               
it could be saying that uh                                                      
the weakened roman kingdom two legs                                             
weakening as it goes on                                                         
is just going to mingle itself                                                  
out among men uh                                                                
but it's uh you know it's it's                                                  
never never going to cleave to one                                              
another when you know that you you begin                                        
to lose some of the illustration that                                           
goes on here but let's                                                          
let's try it here uh the roman empire                                           
mingles itself among men uh                                                     
it certainly has done that there is                                             
so much of the roman empire at work in                                          
the world today                                                                 
you know in many many ways western                                              
civilization is the roman empire                                                
and clearly not under the czar                                                  
excuse me under the caesar which the                                            
word czar                                                                       
comes from caesar the word                                                      
kaiser in germany comes from                                                    
caesar so whether it's the tsar                                                 
or the kaiser                                                                   
you even you use or in the united states                                        
of course we call it the president                                              
but we have the senate like rome we have                                        
really very much uh without the dictator                                        
part of it                                                                      
we've got a roman form of government                                            
and that's true in western civilization                                         
so                                                                              
the weakened roman empire it's got some                                         
iron in it it's got some clay                                                   



in it has a problem it never can find                                           
its strength                                                                    
because it's always got this clay and                                           
that can't ever mix together                                                    
you never really have enough iron or                                            
enough clay to make it work you've got                                          
the mingled together                                                            
so the roman empire is going to go it's                                         
going to mix itself among the offspring                                         
of men                                                                          
and it's never going to be able to uh                                           
pull it together again into one                                                 
that i think the interpretation does                                            
work                                                                            
uh but i think                                                                  
that because of the imagery that you get                                        
from genesis chapter six                                                        
it is uh it is worthy to say is he                                              
saying that                                                                     
at the end of this period of iron mixed                                         
with clay                                                                       
they shall uh cleave                                                            
to one another and                                                              
uh they shall not cleave to one another                                         
that there's uh                                                                 
excuse me mingle themselves with the                                            
seed of men is it possible that he's                                            
saying at the end                                                               
there's going to be nephilim again uh i                                         
think it is possible                                                            
i probably would argue from other                                               
scriptures                                                                      
and use this as supplemental because i                                          
don't think you can prove anything from                                         
this passage                                                                    
but you're exactly uh right i think it's                                        
uh                                                                              
it's it's worthy of entertaining the                                            
idea anyway                                                                     
and again probably one of those things                                          
that                                                                            
the scripture is not clear enough when                                          
you can go to interpretations                                                   
uh and it looks like you can that would                                         
be my                                                                           
take on it linda is exactly right the                                           
pope also uh                                                                    
the pope uh what's his title uh                                                 
not the vicar of christ but the other                                           
you know grand poobah there's a latin                                           
term uh for the pope                                                            
which was the title that was                                                    
that was uh held by the caesar and the                                          
pope                                                                            
basically took the role of the caesar                                           
and he'd like to take the role of the                                           
caesar today again                                                              
by the way this is why many people                                              
especially uh covenant theologians down                                         
through the                                                                     
ages said that the antichrist is the                                            
pope or the papacy                                                              



uh and um i understand where they're                                            
coming from i just don't think uh                                               
to uh it is uh possible now                                                     
there's a good word for chop from                                               
charles uh speaking to vina thanking her                                        
for her dedication when she does we're                                          
always grateful                                                                 
uh she's uh with us in australia and                                            
uh uh ask about randy doing a retreat                                           
down under we just                                                              
ought to figure out how we can all go to                                        
australia                                                                       
for um you know randy white ministries                                          
bible retreat but if you                                                        
if if you can't make it to australia                                            
for that one come on with us to branson                                         
we can still                                                                    
uh take some more participants                                                  
randywhiteministries.org just click the                                         
retreat button and while i'm advertising                                        
a few things                                                                    
i'll go ahead and advertise this as well                                        
it's the special at                                                             
dispensationalpublishing.com                                                    
uh pontificate thank you pontificate uh                                         
and uh there's a there's another uh but                                         
but pontiff's pontific pontiff pontifics                                        
is a                                                                            
latin word and it uh all ties into uh                                           
that uh thank you i appreciate                                                  
uh all of that uh and uh let's                                                  
uh let's see um                                                                 
uh donald says he gives a number of                                             
titles here let's go with all of them                                           
bishop of rome vicar of jesus christ                                            
that that is to me is the most offensive                                        
the vicar vicar means the uh the                                                
stand-in                                                                        
he's standing in for jesus christ                                               
successor of the prince of the apostles                                         
supreme                                                                         
pontiff uh and that word ponta for                                              
pontifics is what we were looking for                                           
of the universal church primate of                                              
italy archbishop of the metropolitan of                                         
and metropolitan of the roman province                                          
sovereign                                                                       
of the state of the vatican city servant                                        
of the servants of god                                                          
pontifix maximus there i knew there was                                         
two words uh                                                                    
in it uh there we go pontific's maximus                                         
that that was the term that the                                                 
the roman caesars used so ah mingles                                            
with                                                                            
men but it doesn't hold together and it                                         
doesn't mix doesn't mix with this one                                           
anyway                                                                          
i was starting to say that this book                                            
is on sale 8.47                                                                 
or some ridiculously low price next week                                        
you'll think oh i should have got that                                          



and it'll cost you 14.95                                                        
so you just will get it uh this week                                            
yeah and                                                                        
uh nice book of uh the                                                          
prophecies of the old testament all                                             
coming together and harmonizing                                                 
uh second corinthians chapter                                                   
verses 3 through 6 dr tom asked for some                                        
help and explanation                                                            
of these verses for though we                                                   
walk in the flesh we do not war after                                           
the flesh for the weapons of our warfare                                        
are not carnal but mighty through god to                                        
the pulling down of strongholds                                                 
casting down imaginations and every high                                        
thing that exalteth himself against                                             
uh the knowledge of god and bringing                                            
into captivity                                                                  
every thoughts to the obedience of                                              
christ and having a readiness                                                   
to revenge all disobedience                                                     
when your obedience is fulfilled                                                
i would first of all want to know                                               
who are we that                                                                 
walk in the flesh but do not war after                                          
the flesh                                                                       
uh i think this is going to be the case                                         
we're going to dig into it just a little                                        
bit                                                                             
i think this is going to be a case where                                        
things that are similar are not the same                                        
there's going to be some similarity here                                        
uh to our lives and the lives we live                                           
i think probably he's speaking                                                  
specifically                                                                    
to this age in which there is a kingdom                                         
element                                                                         
and the kingdom element had                                                     
the manifestations of the holy spirit                                           
and the manifestations of the holy                                              
spirit                                                                          
included verse 5 casting down                                                   
imaginations there's a footnote on that                                         
reasonings um uh                                                                
so it's an intellectual thing here                                              
casting down imaginations and                                                   
every high thing that exalteth itself                                           
against the knowledge of god                                                    
bringing into captivity every thought                                           
and obedience to christ having a                                                
readiness to revenge                                                            
all disobedience when your obedience is                                         
fulfilled                                                                       
now especially when you get here                                                
uh and even in verse 4                                                          
mighty through god to the pulling down                                          
of strongholds                                                                  
are we in a time of that kind of                                                
spiritual warfare                                                               
where this takes place last night i was                                         
talking from the book of ezekiel                                                
about uh things going on behind the                                             



scenes and talked about                                                         
those six men that came in ezekiel                                              
chapter                                                                         
nine wasn't it and they                                                         
destroyed the people of israel the city                                         
of jerusalem                                                                    
and yet we talked about is actually the                                         
babylonians that came in and did the                                            
work                                                                            
the six men i think angelic beings were                                         
behind the scenes                                                               
now uh certainly                                                                
again in this period of the overlap in                                          
this national gospel                                                            
that was a time in which there was so                                           
much spiritual activity going on                                                
but if indeed this is an area an                                                
era a dispensation of the silence of god                                        
is there as much of god directing and                                           
controlling the affairs of men                                                  
or indeed has he said i've given them                                           
the full revelation                                                             
the world is going to work on its own uh                                        
people can make their own choices                                               
i'm going to let them do it and so he's                                         
not controlling                                                                 
whether kanye west or donald trump or                                           
joe biden is going to be the president                                          
he's saying                                                                     
you americans vote for who you want good                                        
luck with that                                                                  
you know is he is he letting the world                                          
work                                                                            
under the dominion of man he's sovereign                                        
enough to do this                                                               
now if he is then this                                                          
mighty through god to the pulling down                                          
of strongholds strongholds i think would                                        
certainly                                                                       
be spiritual behind the scenes then we                                          
would have to question                                                          
is that for us but                                                              
it's in second corinthians it's got to                                          
be for us right romans through philemon                                         
that's ours                                                                     
again i think we ought to rightly divide                                        
paul                                                                            
and look into it and say is he talking                                          
kingdom stuff or is he talking uh                                               
individual gospel pauline gospel stuff                                          
i think he talks about both of them for                                         
a time there is a diminishing of                                                
israel and a a rising if you will                                               
uh uh to the point where after the fall                                         
of the nation of israel                                                         
there's nothing but the pauline gospel                                          
but there's that uh diminishing that uh                                         
takes place through there and i think                                           
that's uh something                                                             
that again we uh very much                                                      
need to remember and i've just uh talked                                        
about that                                                                      



so much that uh maybe i should                                                  
uh bring up the graphic there we go this                                        
was not uh                                                                      
the best slide to bring it up on but uh                                         
you see it right there so                                                       
in this first corinthian second                                                 
corinthians                                                                     
10 passage does that relate to this                                             
national gospel of israel                                                       
or does it relate to the individual                                             
gospel of grace                                                                 
it's prior to 70 a.d                                                            
in fact it's somewhere within the book                                          
of acts it's after acts 13                                                      
prior to 70 a.d so this is that period                                          
of transition                                                                   
so from acts 13 to ad70 i think we have                                         
to be very careful to rightly divide                                            
these things                                                                    
now my hunch is that                                                            
chapter 10 is going to be divided                                               
into the national gospel a message to                                           
israel and we the jewish                                                        
people walk in the flesh but do not war                                         
after the flesh there's a bigger thing                                          
there are six men                                                               
coming to destroy israel if i can mix                                           
ezekiel in there                                                                
uh just a little bit and the weapons                                            
of our warfare are not guns and bullets                                         
but our weapons are mighty through god                                          
to the pulling down of strongholds                                              
they're better because                                                          
guns and bullets go through spiritual                                           
entities they don't                                                             
they don't you know bullets don't hurt                                          
spiritual entities so we need something                                         
that can pull                                                                   
down strongholds that is spiritual                                              
entities now verse five                                                         
is uh mostly an intellectual thought                                            
idea                                                                            
well we we have thinking today and we do                                        
we want to come along and cast down                                             
imaginations                                                                    
uh there's a lot of imagination going on                                        
in the church and in church teachings                                           
isn't there                                                                     
casting down imaginations uh everything                                         
that exalteth itself                                                            
against the knowledge of god that is uh                                         
something that uh certainly                                                     
we would uh want to uh                                                          
uh speak against i saw this uh                                                  
bumper sticker uh                                                               
just yesterday and uh see if i can                                              
pull this uh up uh                                                              
where you can i even took a pictures                                            
right here in taos new mexico                                                   
it intrigued me for a little bit and i                                          
thought okay what's she saying and then                                         
i                                                                               



i thought of a number of things that she                                        
could be saying                                                                 
above us only sky                                                               
uh that is not a new mexico plate uh by                                         
the way i don't                                                                 
know um trying to recognize that but                                            
anyway                                                                          
above us only sky                                                               
now at first i thought she's                                                    
anti-airplane                                                                   
or satellites and all that you know she                                         
doesn't want all that stuff                                                     
polluting the skies she is going to                                             
drive her little subaru                                                         
all the way to the edge of the earth and                                        
never get on an airplane because she                                            
wants                                                                           
above us only sky                                                               
it could be that and then i thought oh                                          
wait a minute i bet she's saying there's                                        
no god                                                                          
up there the only thing                                                         
up there is sky                                                                 
space that's it                                                                 
now with uh that                                                                
um well before i go to that                                                     
friend of mine did uh help with another                                         
interpretation                                                                  
maybe she's saying my head                                                      
is just filled with air                                                         
she could be saying that i i don't know                                         
uh                                                                              
but take let's let's assume                                                     
the middle one she's saying there is no                                         
god                                                                             
uh every high thing that exalteth itself                                        
uh against the knowledge of god that is                                         
dumb bumper stickers on subarus uh                                              
is one of the high things that exalteth                                         
itself above god there is no god there's                                        
only sky up there you guys are crazy                                            
well we we do battle those kind of                                              
things you know even when you go to                                             
lunch and see a car in front of you you                                         
battle against those things                                                     
and bringing we bringing into captivity                                         
every thought to the obedience of christ                                        
that's something all of us                                                      
uh deal with and struggle with right so                                         
when you get into verse five                                                    
again you say well that very much though                                        
verse four doesn't so much uh seem to                                           
relate to our age verse five                                                    
could relate to either age and                                                  
having a readiness to revenge                                                   
disobedience uh                                                                 
this                                                                            
is let's see i'm trying to figure out uh                                        
who's having this                                                               
uh plural nominative we                                                         
those all of us having a readiness to                                           
revenge disobedience well i've certainly                                        



got that                                                                        
uh uh i don't know if i should but i                                            
certainly have that                                                             
uh the                                                                          
um paul wrote                                                                   
to the church at corinth telling him to                                         
take care of some things within their                                           
congregation                                                                    
i think the church at corinth was                                               
largely a jewish                                                                
church i think that uh the church                                               
at corinth therefore                                                            
really the letter to corinthians has a                                          
lot of this in here                                                             
i think that we could go through the                                            
wheeze                                                                          
uh the personal pronoun and probably                                            
find                                                                            
hey those we's are                                                              
jewish related rather than gentile                                              
related                                                                         
uh i think so please explain second                                             
corinthians chapter 10 verses three                                             
through six i think paul                                                        
in an age in which there is a national                                          
gospel of                                                                       
israel he is telling a messianic                                                
assembly                                                                        
what they should do in that age and that                                        
there is some spiritual warfare going on                                        
and there's some idea battles going on                                          
and there's some disobedience going on                                          
and in order to                                                                 
receive their messiah as the nation                                             
then so that he would become king                                               
they are going to need to uh                                                    
uh do these things of spiritual warfare                                         
and intellectual warfare                                                        
and personal uh obedience and national                                          
obedience bringing about a purity                                               
i think there's more in that that                                               
doesn't fit with this side over here the                                        
individual gospel of grace                                                      
than does again i think there's some                                            
similarities there                                                              
all through but looks to me like that is                                        
uh very much                                                                    
uh kingdom related thank you dr tom for                                         
your                                                                            
let's see from charles                                                          
up in muskogee creek                                                            
country the the sovereign land of the                                           
muskogee                                                                        
i never can't remember exactly what that                                        
is but uh                                                                       
uh in uh formerly known as tulsa                                                
uh charles uh says well let's see i lost                                        
my                                                                              
logos bible software this is what                                               
happens when you keep too many windows                                          
open there we go                                                                
uh ask a question about matthew chapter                                         



10 verse 32                                                                     
says in matthew 10 32 and luke 12 8                                             
jesus tells his disciples to confess                                            
me before men southern baptist training                                         
taught me that this applies to me                                               
was my southern baptist training correct                                        
or was this just for the jewish                                                 
disciples                                                                       
matthew chapter 10 verse 32 whoever                                             
therefore                                                                       
shall confess me before men him                                                 
will i will i confess                                                           
before my father which is in heaven                                             
now i think that that                                                           
and as a former southern baptist pastor                                         
i used to use this by the way i                                                 
used to use the that uh southern baptist                                        
faith evangelism program                                                        
uh and one of those uh uh                                                       
f is for uh forgiveness i is for                                                
impossible it's impossible uh                                                   
to have heaven without god's forgiveness                                        
let's see uh                                                                    
f a oh i forgot a a is for available i                                          
is for impossible uh t is for turn                                              
and h is for heaven see i do have a                                             
memory                                                                          
um been a long time since i did that one                                        
but                                                                             
um along the way we kind of adapted it a                                        
little bit to make it a little more uh                                          
grace friendly but it is a nice way to                                          
just                                                                            
talk to a person you know you need to                                           
have faith in jesus christ let me tell                                          
you about                                                                       
faith there's forgiveness it's available                                        
it's impossible for you to go to heaven                                         
without that forgiveness                                                        
and why don't you turn to him and                                               
receive that gift                                                               
and heaven can be your home someday you                                         
can do it um                                                                    
uh now in there somewhere i think it was                                        
in the                                                                          
in the t in the way the southern baptist                                        
taught it uh it was                                                             
you must confess                                                                
before uh confess before men                                                    
jesus christ or he's not going to                                               
confess you                                                                     
remember you know baptist preachers                                             
always say all whom god called he called                                        
publicly                                                                        
every southern baptist preacher can say                                         
that there's a class in seminary                                                
in which over and over they have you                                            
repeat certain mantras                                                          
that's one of them all whom god called                                          
he called publicly                                                              
i don't know if it's true but it's in                                           
the southern baptist brochure                                                   



you are supposed to say it at the                                               
invitation time                                                                 
even if you've been preaching on you                                            
know some                                                                       
um obscure passage uh in about the                                              
um destruction of babylon you're                                                
supposed to                                                                     
you know make a beeline to the cross and                                        
all whom god called be called publicly                                          
and you bring it all together                                                   
now i think that passage                                                        
is such a works requirement passage                                             
uh and it was the nation of israel that                                         
required                                                                        
uh works and i                                                                  
think that uh i would i would not use it                                        
in an evangelistic uh presentation today                                        
but interestingly that also brings us to                                        
romans chapter                                                                  
10 what is it verse                                                             
13 uh where's the confession passage uh                                         
in there uh 10 let's see                                                        
10 verse 9. uh if thou shalt confess                                            
with thy mouth the lord jesus now                                               
again southern baptist you know all whom                                        
god called he called publicly you've got                                        
to confess with your mouth you've got to                                        
come down to the front you've got out                                           
your mouth has to be moving there it is                                         
well if you're taking the bible                                                 
literally it does say you confess with                                          
your mouth                                                                      
and it does say you confess him before                                          
men and if you apply those things                                               
to uh this individual                                                           
gospel of grace then the individual                                             
gospel of grace                                                                 
requires a public confession                                                    
baptism comes into that uh you know                                             
mouth movement comes into that                                                  
it's required there i don't use any of                                          
those in the presentation of the                                                
gospel i think even the roman road which                                        
of course includes romans chapter 10                                            
verse nine                                                                      
uh and you have to twist it a little bit                                        
you have to unsay this part right here                                          
that i've highlighted                                                           
you have to figure out how confess with                                         
your mouth doesn't really mean confess                                          
with your mouth                                                                 
when the words are pretty clear means                                           
confess with your mouth confess me                                              
before men confess it with your mouth                                           
but it doesn't really mean no no no i                                           
mean you don't have to do that it's not                                         
required but but it says that i no no no                                        
i know                                                                          
this is what you should do this is what                                         
you want to do                                                                  
charles it's what you want to do because                                        
of the grace                                                                    



they work through all this you know how                                         
the southern baptist uh                                                         
mantra works don't you uh now                                                   
i think even romans chapter 10 remember                                         
9                                                                               
10 and 11 is in a segment about                                                 
the jewish nation and about how they                                            
have they have                                                                  
gone into a partial blindness how                                               
they're diminishing uh                                                          
it's uh it uses the word diminishing and                                        
it uh                                                                           
really uh talks about uh this uh                                                
you know the diminishing of the national                                        
gospel here                                                                     
uh and that diminishing is                                                      
going and uh then it gives hope for the                                         
jewish nation the national gospel                                               
is that israel has to                                                           
uh confess with thy mouth the lord jesus                                        
remember that jesus said in matthew                                             
13 39 uh                                                                        
excuse me uh matthew 23 39                                                      
uh he said you shall not see me                                                 
henceforth                                                                      
till ye shall say                                                               
blessed is he that cometh in the name of                                        
the lord it's not talking about palm                                            
sunday because that was passed                                                  
you shall say that uh                                                           
the uh the word there is uh                                                     
ipon uh ipon is a uh                                                            
uh it's a uh of the future of uh                                                
uh lego to speak                                                                
uh so again there's three passages about                                        
southern baptists love to say we take                                           
the bible literally we are                                                      
people of the book but your mouth                                               
doesn't have to be moving even though it                                        
says your mouth has to be moving even                                           
though it says confess before men                                               
it says you have to say blessed is he                                           
who comes in the name of the lord                                               
you must confess jesus christ as lord it                                        
you you have to do that                                                         
it doesn't mean that southern matters                                           
don't mind being duplicitous                                                    
in all of that and uh there's therein                                           
lies the problem and it's a problem                                             
that's been uh going on                                                         
for a long long time                                                            
uh and i again i think it's the uh                                              
the need to rightly divide and that's                                           
an interesting uh uh need                                                       
our friend eric who is drew's brother                                           
pastor drew's brother uh what do                                                
the old and new skins represent                                                 
in luke chapter five uh                                                         
looking forward to attending the                                                
prophecy conference this year                                                   
i should note since uh eric is uh                                               
mentioning that                                                                 



that if you go to                                                               
uh taosfbc.org                                                                  
you will see our lovely church in all                                           
four seasons                                                                    
and there it is an analysis of the ages                                         
and the sunday morning kids bible club                                          
and let me back up there                                                        
and you can just click on that you can                                          
also get there by saying housefbc.org                                           
prophecy get you the same place and uh                                          
there it is there's our friend drew                                             
elrod and pastor roger there's the                                              
schedule right there one of the things                                          
i'm excited about is uh                                                         
these first two sessions from                                                   
evangelicalism to right dividing they                                           
are going to give                                                               
uh their testimony of how they went from                                        
evangelicalism to right dividing that's                                         
where                                                                           
so many of us are uh that we have made                                          
that journey or are making that journey                                         
even as we speak and so i think that'll                                         
be good that's september                                                        
25th through the 27th right here in                                             
beautiful taos new mexico in taos new                                           
mexico is a wonderful place to be                                               
in september now i don't know if mother                                         
superior                                                                        
michelle lujan grisham is going to allow                                        
you to come                                                                     
because there's certainly a quarantine                                          
that all non-new mexicans have to hide                                          
under the bed but we're not gonna tell                                          
i think it'll be over uh by then but                                            
it'll be online                                                                 
so any of you can uh join us eric is                                            
going to come with his brother and hide                                         
under the bed uh                                                                
what do the maybe i could put you all up                                        
in the church got a little couch right                                          
here                                                                            
it's not a full-size couch but i think                                          
it'll work                                                                      
and that way you're quarantined never                                           
leave i'll bring your mcdonald's for                                            
lunch and all that                                                              
i got this problem taken care of uh                                             
let's uh let's get to the question right                                        
hurry up randy time's up                                                        
uh what do old and new skins represent                                          
in                                                                              
luke chapter five one of these                                                  
is familiar to us                                                               
luke chapter five let's go down to                                              
verse 36. he spake unto them a parable                                          
no man putteth a piece of new garment on                                        
an old                                                                          
if otherwise then both the new uh                                               
maketh the rent and the piece that was                                          
taken out of the new                                                            
agreeth not with the old and no man                                             



putteth new wine into old                                                       
bottles or wineskins else the new wine                                          
will burst the bottles and be spilled                                           
and the bottles                                                                 
shall perish but new wine must be put                                           
into new bottles now the reason uh                                              
eric doesn't know anything about this is                                        
because he is a baptist and                                                     
they just we don't know about wine so                                           
we'll have to skip that eric and                                                
there's we should not be talking about                                          
such things                                                                     
well uh i                                                                       
think obviously jesus is giving a                                               
uh a parable to come alongside and throw                                        
something down                                                                  
para bole we get the word ball from bole                                        
you throw a ball to cast it down                                                
come alongside something that has been                                          
cast down that is solid                                                         
so there's something solid and here's                                           
something that's come alongside it                                              
to to say hey this teaches us about                                             
this a parabola now this is a parable                                           
obviously so we're not really talking                                           
about wine                                                                      
that's the thing next to it now i think                                         
and in my series on parables the                                                
parables of jesus which is about a year                                         
and a half old                                                                  
well maybe a year ago last summer in                                            
that particular series                                                          
uh watch if you haven't done so any of                                          
you                                                                             
the introduction session one two maybe                                          
uh perhaps both of them the introduction                                        
because                                                                         
i build the case in there that i won't                                          
take the time to build right now but i                                          
build the case to say                                                           
all parables are about the kingdom                                              
that is all parables uh have to do                                              
with jesus establishing the millennial                                          
kingdom the theocratic kingdom                                                  
on the earth therefore if i'm right in                                          
there                                                                           
that then you have to take this and say                                         
new wine new wine old wine old skins all                                        
that it has to do with the kingdom it is                                        
related to the kingdom                                                          
uh therefore that's going to to lead us                                         
i think to say                                                                  
you can't mix the old kingdom and the                                           
new kingdom                                                                     
going back to charles that's what the                                           
southern baptists want to do                                                    
uh because they've got you know all this                                        
uh building the kingdom and advancing                                           
the kingdom and all these kind of things                                        
and so uh                                                                       
there's the you know mixing of the old                                          
wine with the new it's really honestly                                          



what they're trying to do i think that                                          
you can make the very strong case that                                          
this is a kingdom passage                                                       
that's a a kingdom parable and uh                                               
therefore he he really says to them                                             
you have got to get rid of the old                                              
and take the new there's about to be an                                         
offer of the kingdom                                                            
but you're going to have to turn your                                           
back                                                                            
on the old kingdom and                                                          
completely move forward with the new                                            
kingdom                                                                         
we're not going to tiptoe into                                                  
the kingdom slowly building it slowly                                           
advancing it and uh                                                             
of late we took three steps forward and                                         
18 steps back                                                                   
if we're actually advancing the kingdom                                         
uh                                                                              
but that's uh neither here nor                                                  
there uh i am trying to remember i'm                                            
almost sure that                                                                
i spoke about this                                                              
in that series trying to find uh                                                
my notes however to see                                                         
uh luke 5                                                                       
36. uh is this in matthew                                                       
yes um                                                                          
matthew also 9 verse 17.                                                        
let's see if i've got some notes                                                
here on either of that                                                          
and it doesn't look like i did i think i                                        
took most of those from                                                         
mark let's try mark um                                                          
and that note's not uh showing there                                            
either you know let's just make sure my                                         
notes are                                                                       
showing here i know i got notes in john                                         
yep they're showing okay so i don't have                                        
notes on                                                                        
that so uh when i uh                                                            
did those i didn't put the notes but put                                        
it to the kingdom                                                               
away with the old in with a new just                                            
like that                                                                       
uh and uh this is what we're going to                                           
have to do i look forward to meeting you                                        
in person and we are out of time uh                                             
until eric gets here in september 25th                                          
through the 27th                                                                
uh and maybe you join us online or you                                          
join us right here maybe in branson                                             
missouri you join us i'd still love to                                          
see you there maybe in                                                          
israel you joined us december 1 through                                         
10. i talked to boaz just a couple days                                         
ago he says                                                                     
you know i think it might work it's                                             
looking somewhat positive so you can                                            
actually register for that if you                                               
haven't registered go ahead and put your                                        



name on the                                                                     
registration and we won't bill you now                                          
we're not                                                                       
uh accepting any money until we know                                            
yeah uh                                                                         
it uh it can uh come and we will do it                                          
all the way through so that you can                                             
always get your money back if it's                                              
unable to go here's our special again                                           
the harmony of the prophetic word                                               
uh appreciate all of you and uh all of                                          
uh                                                                              
your good uh work uh for us                                                     
and uh thanks for again uh joining us                                           
great to see you today i'll see you                                             
sunday morning 9 45 for                                                         
the book of acts about 11 a.m for the                                           
book of                                                                         
revelation it'll be a delight just                                              
as you are a delight                                                            
and remember above us                                                           
there's more than sky                                                           
indeed there is more than sky above us                                          
now uh nathan got me started and then he                                        
left                                                                            
uh because he had something uh going on                                         
so it's my job                                                                  
to start this music and                                                         
play the closing the closing hymn                                               
here we go ladies and gentlemen i'll see                                        
you sunday randy at                                                             
randywhiteministries.org look forward to                                        
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


